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Three-point frequency fluctuation correlation functions of the
OH stretch in liquid water
Abstract
Characterizing the dynamics of the OH stretch in isotopically substituted liquid water (HOD in D2O) in
terms of three-point frequency fluctuation correlation functions and joint probability densities shows
that dynamics during hydrogen bond rearrangements occur primarily along a coordinate which is
perpendicular to the spectroscopic coordinate. Molecular dynamics simulations show that three-point
correlation functions are sensitive to this motion, unlike two-point correlation functions, and can select
sets of trajectories which linger in the area of the transition state. Three-dimensional-infrared correlation
spectroscopy could potentially measure these dynamics, though motional narrowing significantly
changes the shape of the resulting spectra.
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Characterizing the dynamics of the OH stretch in isotopically substituted liquid water HOD in
D2O in terms of three-point frequency fluctuation correlation functions and joint probability
densities shows that dynamics during hydrogen bond rearrangements occur primarily along a
coordinate which is perpendicular to the spectroscopic coordinate. Molecular dynamics simulations
show that three-point correlation functions are sensitive to this motion, unlike two-point correlation
functions, and can select sets of trajectories which linger in the area of the transition state.
Three-dimensional-infrared correlation spectroscopy could potentially measure these dynamics,
though motional narrowing significantly changes the shape of the resulting spectra. © 2008
American Institute of Physics. DOI: 10.1063/1.2883660
I. INTRODUCTION
Our understanding of the structural rearrangements of
the hydrogen bond network of liquid water on the subpico-
second time scales comes primarily from nonlinear ultrafast
infrared IR spectroscopies coupled with molecular dynam-
ics MD simulations.1–10 The OH stretch of liquid water is
sensitive to the local hydrogen bonding environment; as the
environment fluctuates so does the OH frequency. The use-
fulness of a spectroscopy depends on how the structural co-
ordinate projects onto the spectroscopic coordinate. Here, we
use MD simulations to show that hydrogen bond rearrange-
ments occur largely perpendicular to the OH stretch fre-
quency axis and that three-point frequency joint probability
densities are able to probe these dynamics more selectively
than two-point probability densities like those underlying re-
cent two-dimensional 2D-IR experiments.3–5,11
All spectroscopic signals come from a chromophore’s
stochastic frequency trajectory.12,13 For frequency fluctua-
tions of magnitude  to be observable, they must last for a
time t2 /; if they last much longer than 2 /, then
the absorption line shape is inhomogeneously broadened; if
they last much less than 2 /, then the line shape is mo-
tionally narrowed. The inhomogeneous limit means that the
individual oscillator’s frequency does not change appreciably
while the macroscopic polarization persists after a short laser
pulse Fig. 1, shaded regions. Liquid water is clearly in an
intermediate regime, neither inhomogeneously broadened
nor strongly motionally narrowed because the OH frequency
is neither static nor randomized in the shaded regions.
In the simplifying limit of inhomogeneous broadening,
however, various orders of nonlinear spectroscopy can be
directly related to the frequency joint probability density and
various frequency fluctuation correlation functions.14–16
From this perspective, linear spectroscopies IR absorption,
Raman scattering are sensitive measures of the frequency
distribution that the oscillator samples—essentially the prob-
ability distribution that the OH oscillator will have a certain
frequency, p, where t=t−  is the deviation of
the frequency from its mean. From these spectra a great deal
about hydrogen bonding has been learned. The frequency of
the OH stretch is correlated with the hydrogen bond
strength17,18 and H¯O hydrogen bond length;19 stronger hy-
drogen bonds are on the red side of the absorption band, and
weak or broken hydrogen bonds are on the blue side of the
absorption band.20–22 The distribution is skewed and non-
Gaussian. This distribution can be inverted to give an anhar-
monic potential of mean force or a one-dimensional 1D
free energy surface for the OH oscillator F=−kBT ln p,
where kBT is the thermal energy Fig. 1, bottom right. This
1D free energy surface rigorously gives the chance of finding
the system at in a particular state, but the question remains
whether it has any relevance to the system’s dynamics.
Linear spectroscopies, however, are insensitive to the
dynamics of the hydrogen bond; inverting the linear line
shape to obtain dynamical information is, in general, an ill-
conditioned problem.23 Nonlinear spectroscopies are re-
quired to measure dynamical information. Third-order spec-
troscopies e.g., IR pump-probe,1 2D-IR,2–5 photon echoes,6,7
and hole burning8–10 probe the dynamics of the OH by mea-
suring the frequency of an oscillator at two times and corre-
lating the initial frequency with the final frequency. Hence,
these spectroscopies are sensitive measures of the two-point
frequency correlation function c2t2= t20. This is
commonly written as the time integral over a trajectory of
length T,
c2t2 =
1
T0
T
d + t2 , 1
but is mathematically equivalent to expressions using the
two-point joint probability density p3 , t2	1 ,0	, which
quantifies the probability that the oscillator has a frequency
3 at time t2 given that it had a frequency 1 at time 0 viaaElectronic mail: phamm@pci.unizh.ch.
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c2t2 = 
−

d1d313p	3,t2	1,0 .
2
This joint probability distribution is, in the inhomoge-
neous limit, equivalent to the v=0→1 ground-state bleach
of the 2D-IR spectrum without the v=1→2 excited state
absorption. Because of the close relationship between 2D
spectra and two-point joint probability densities, the 2D
spectra can measure the loss of memory in the system. The
experimental 2D line shape3–5,11 is initially elongated along
the 1=3 axis when the waiting time is less than the
correlation time of the system t2c, and it broadens as the
initial excitation samples more of frequency space—so
called spectral diffusion. When t2c, then 1 and 3 are
uncorrelated and the 2D spectra are nearly circular, i.e.,
p	3 , t2	1 ,0= p3p1, indicating that the system
has lost all memory of the initial frequency. In this way, the
2D spectra give a quantitative measure of c2t2 which can be
connected to molecular scale events in MD simulations. The
generally good agreement between experiment and
theory4,11,21 reproduces the fast loss of correlation due to
librational motions 50 fs, the presence of a small oscilla-
tion at 150 fs due to underdamped O¯O motion, and

1 ps decay due to structural rearrangements of the hydro-
gen bonding network.22 From this we learn that the OH
stretching frequency of water is extremely sensitive to the
mass-weighted intermolecular forces projected onto the OH
bond, especially the electrostatic forces from the hydrogen
bonding nearest neighbor.22
If the dynamics of a system are Gaussian, then the two-
point correlation function completely describes the dynamics
of the system24 Appendix C. Higher order correlations are
either 0 by symmetry odd orders or factorize into products
of two-point correlation functions. Water, however, is mark-
edly non-Gaussian. The linear spectrum is asymmetric,
which itself is sufficient to say the dynamics are non-
Gaussian; but, moreover, the results of 2D-IR
experiments3,25,26 and MD simulations21 show that the dy-
namics of the OH stretch vary with the initial frequency of
the oscillator. These have been quantified as a frequency de-
pendent “dynamic linewidth”25 and frequency dependent an-
tidiagonal linewidth.3
The next higher order of correlation function after c2t
is a three-point correlation function,
c3t2,t4 = t2 + t4t20 3
=  
−

d1d3d513
5p5,t2 + t4	3,t2	1,0	 , 4
which correlates the initial frequency 0 with the fre-
quency at two later times t2 and t2+ t4. In principle,
a fifth-order nonlinear experiment like three-dimensional
3D-IR should be the lowest order spectroscopy which is
sensitive to this correlation function.14 Zanni et al.27,28 have
recently measured 3D-IR spectra of model compounds.
In this paper, we will frame most of our discussion in the
limit of inhomogeneous broadening where motional narrow-
ing is minimal. In this limit we will show that three-point
correlation functions can measure the difference in dynamics
from the low and high frequency sides of the absorption line
shape Sec. II, and that the 3D probability densities can
indicate motion along a coordinate perpendicular to the spec-
troscopic coordinate, a “hidden coordinate” Secs. III and
IV more selectively than the 2D probability densities. We
then discuss if the non-Gaussian shape of the 3D joint prob-
ability density can be explained by the exchange of two
Gaussian subensembles Sec. V. Finally, we will address the
impact of motional narrowing and show that a statistical sig-
nature of motion along this hidden coordinate remains in the
spectroscopic observables even in the presence of motional
narrowing Sec. VI.
II. BEYOND 2D: THREE-POINT JOINT PROBABILITY
DENSITIES AND CORRELATION FUNCTIONS
The obvious extension of the two-point correlation func-
tion to account for frequency dependent spectral relaxation is
to define a correlation function for subsensembles, as
many researchers have done either explicitly or
implicitly,3,21,25,29,30 such as
c2t2;1 = 3t2101, 5
where c2t2 ;1 indicates c2t parameterized by the initial
frequency 1, and ¯1 indicates an ensemble average
FIG. 1. Characteristic frequency trajectory of the OH
oscillator in liquid water and the relationship of differ-
ent orders of linear and nonlinear spectroscopy.
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for a small range of initial conditions around 1. For ex-
ample c2t2 ;	100 cm−1 shows faster dephasing for the low
frequencies and a more pronounced beat at 150 fs Fig. 2.
This definition Eq. 5 is empirically useful for gaining
insight into the variation of the dynamics but is dissatisfying
at a fundamental level because the frequency fluctuations

100 cm−1 are much larger than the small window
of frequency for which the function is initially defined

10 cm−1.
When two-point correlation functions prove unable to
fully characterize the dynamics of a system, one can proceed
to higher order correlations, such as the three-point correla-
tion function given in Eq. 4. The joint probability density
p5 , t2+ t4	3 , t2	1 ,0 on the right-hand side of Eq. 4
is a 3D object Fig. 3 which we calculated from a MD
simulation of SPC H2O using the GROMACS package31 and
used standard methods to generate a frequency trajectory
from the MD forces and coordinates Appendix A. When t2
and t4 are short compared to the correlation time, c, then the
distribution is stretched along the body diagonal of the 3D
-space Fig. 3, bottom left; when t2 , t4c, then the prob-
ability density is nearly spherical Fig. 3, bottom right; in
between, the joint probability density shows complicated
structure Fig. 3, top left. Projections of this asymmetric
distribution onto any of the Cartesian planes, however, pro-
duce a symmetric object with no hint of the complex 3D
structure. This is the equivalent of a projection slice
theorem,14 reducing the 3D experiment to 2D, and the loss of
information suggests that the 3D experiment may have novel
spectroscopic content.
The three-point correlation function from this probability
density, c3t2 , t4 Fig. 3, top right, is like a generalized,
dynamic skewness. In this case, it has an initial value −1.2
105 cm−3; within 100 fs it inverts to nearly +1
105 cm−3. It then oscillates as it approaches 0 cm−3. The
initial value indicates that the frequency distribution is ini-
tially skewed to low frequency. As time increases, however,
the 3D distribution becomes skewed to high frequency.
This qualitative interpretation of the shape of the three-
point correlation function can be more rigorous. A simple
analytical model unambiguously assigns the change in sign
of c3t2 , t4 to differences in dynamics above and below the
mean frequency. Consider a model that reduces the con-
tinuum of available frequency space to three distinct states—
low, middle, and high frequency, labeled 1, 2, and 3 Fig.
4a—which are connected with phenomenological rate
constants k12 and k23 analogous to chemical kinetics. The
transitions between states are Markovian, so the rates of tran-
sitions depend only on the current state and not on the his-
tory of the trajectory in state space i.e., there are no memory
effects. Standard methods Appendix B give
FIG. 2. Two-point correlation functions of water and the underlying two-
point joint probability densities.
FIG. 3. Color Three-point joint probability distribu-
tions of water as a function of t= t2+ t4, and t2= t4.
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c3t2,t4 = A1 exp− 
+t2 + t4 + A2exp− 
−t2 − 
+t4
+ exp− 
+t2 − 
−t4 + A3 exp− 
−t2 + t4 .
6
The amplitude coefficients, Ai, and rate constants, 
	, for the
three-state case are also given in Appendix B, where we
show that c30,00 when the magnitude of frequency fluc-
tuations on the low frequency side of the absorption band is
larger than on the high frequency side 	1−2	 	3−2	,
and the sign of c3t2 , t4 can change when the rate of ex-
change on the low frequency side of the absorption line is
faster than on the high frequency side k12k23. It is the
difference in the dynamics above and below the mean fre-
quency which causes this change in sign. The extreme sim-
plicity of the model emphasizes that any stochastic model
with a larger skewness and faster dynamics on the red side of
the absorption band will be able to reproduce this sign flip in
c3t2 , t4.
III. 3D SPECTROSCOPY AS TRANSIENT 2D HOLE
BURNING
Thus far, we have discussed c3t2 , t4 but not the under-
lying three-point joint probability distribution, which con-
tains even more information. Slices of the three-point joint
probability density are conceptually equivalent to a hole-
burning experiment with 2D detection. That is, the first fre-
quency 1 represents a nonequilibrium “hole,” which can
evolve for delay t2, and the last two frequency measurements
3 and 5 constitute a 2D correlation experiment on this
subensemble as a function of t4. So the joint probability den-
sity reports the probability of a microscopic trajectory pass-
ing through three points in sequence 1, 3, and 5, and,
when t2 and t4 are less than the correlation time t2, t4c, the
trajectories will be very close to the smoothest path connect-
ing 1, 3, and 5. From the slices of the three-point
joint probability, one can read the probability of an oscillator
to take a certain path through frequency space.
For example, Fig. 5 shows slices of the three-point joint
probability density for two different initial frequencies 1
=−100 and +100 cm−1, at three different total evolution
times , where = t2+ t4 and t2= t4; this corresponds to the
diagonal of c3 /2, /2. First, the slices at low frequency
−100 cm−1 and at high frequency +100 cm−1 are differ-
ent. This can only be true for non-Gaussian dynamics. The
distributions are nearly elliptical for 1=−100 cm−1; for
Gaussian frequency fluctuations these would be perfect el-
lipses Appendix C which indicates that the dynamics in the
red part of the spectrum strong hydrogen bonds are nearly
Gaussian.
For 1= +100 cm−1, however, the distributions have
more complex shapes and the trajectories they represent are
more informative. When the system has little time to evolve,
e.g., = t2+ t4=0.02 ps, Fig. 5, top, the 1=100 cm−1
slice has a probability density on the diagonal, localized
around the initial frequency. At 0.08 ps the majority of the
probability density remains near the initial frequency, but
some part of the distribution is stretched away from this
value and below the 3=5 diagonal. A white circle
marks the peak of the probability density at 0.08 ps. A few of
the trajectories that contribute to this region are shown to the
right of the distribution Fig. 5, center. The oscillators start
at +100 cm−1, after t2=0.04 ps the frequency is 3=
+100 cm−1, and finally at t2+ t4=0.08 ps the frequency is
still 5= +100 cm−1. In general, every point on this slice of
the joint probability density represents a set of trajectories
starting at 1=100 cm−1 and then moving throughout fre-
quency space. As another particular example, consider the
region of the probability density marked with a black circle.
This area is composed of trajectories that start at +100 cm−1,
then move to 3=0 cm−1, and then continue to 5=
−100 cm−1.
The distribution at =0.16 ps can also be decomposed
into its component trajectories. The probability distribution is
now broad and it covers 200 cm−1 above and below the
diagonal while, at the same time, a significant density re-
mains near the initial frequency. The peak of the distribution
is again marked with a white circle and is again composed of
FIG. 4. A simple model is able to reproduce the change in sign of the
three-point correlation function c3t2 , t4. The required ingredients are that
the dynamics on the red side of the absorption band involve larger, faster
fluctuations than the blue side of the band. The two free parameters are the
relative magnitude of fluctuations r= 	1−2	 / 	3−2	=1.28 and the rela-
tive rate of fluctuations k=k12 /k23=10.
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trajectories whose frequency changes little. On the other
hand, the region of the probability density marked with a
black circle is composed of trajectories that start at
+100 cm−1, then move to 3=−100 cm−1, and then return
to 5= +100 cm−1. These oscillators have undergone a full
oscillation in 0.16 ps; at the same time, the peak of the prob-
ability density corresponds to oscillators that move through
frequency space much more slowly. Let us call these two
types of trajectories fast and slow, respectively.
The significant point is not that these two types of tra-
jectories can be found, but that these trajectories are each
typical of the ensemble—the statistical weight for each is
directly given by the joint probability density Fig. 5. The
slow trajectories are the most common at these time delays,
while the fast trajectories are in the tail of the distribution.
But the fast trajectories are not rare and are more common
than one would expect for a process obeying Gaussian sta-
tistics. One measure of the importance of these trajectories is
the ratio of the probability density in a small volume of the
joint probability distribution 	5 cm−1 relative to the oppo-
site side of the distribution. This ratio indicates the relative
likelihood of a process on different sides of frequency space
and for a Gaussian process this ratio would always equal 1.
We find that
p+ ,t2 + t4	+ ,t2	 + ,0
p− ,t2 + t4	− ,t2	 − ,0
= 2.16,
7
p+ ,t2 + t4	− ,t2	 + ,0
p− ,t2 + t4	+ ,t2	 − ,0
= 2.68
for t2= t4, t2+ t4=0.16 ps, and =100 cm−1. These trajec-
tories, both the fast and the slow cases, are not rare events.
The rationale behind Eq. 7 can be extended to a more
statistical footing by averaging over one fourth of the 3D
frequency space the difference of two octants rather than
comparing two small volumes as in Eq. 7. This is equiva-
lent to calculating the skewness of the spectrum along the
four body diagonals of the 3D frequency space, that is,
e0t2,t4 = 
0

0

0

d1d3d5135p1,t2,3,t4,5 − p− 1,t2,− 3,t4,− 5 ,
e1t2,t4 = 
0

0

0

d1d3d5135p1,t2,− 3,t4,− 5 − p− 1,t2,3,t4,5 ,
e2t2,t4 = 
0

0

0

d1d3d5135p− 1,t2,− 3,t4,5 − p1,t2,3,t4,− 5 ,
FIG. 5. Slices of three-point joint probability reveal the
paths oscillators take through frequency space. The
times shown correspond to t2= t4=0.01, 0.04, 0.08 ps,
so the total evolution time is = t2+ t4=0.02, 0.08, and
0.16 ps.
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e3t2,t4 = 
0

0

0

d1d3d5135p− 1,t2,3,t4,− 5 − p1,t2,− 3,t4,5 . 8
This is a way of decomposing c3t2 , t4, i.e.,
c3t2,t4 = e0t2,t4 + e1t2,t4 + e2t2,t4 + e3t2,t4 . 9
The function e0t2 , t4 comes from the 1,1,1 body diagonal
of the 3D frequency space and, as such, when the joint prob-
ability density is diagonal this function will equal the three-
point correlation function e00,0=c30,0 Fig. 6, top and
for all times e0 is by far the largest contributor to c3t2 , t4.
The functions e1t2 , t4 and e2t2 , t4 can be nonzero along
either of the time axes t2 or t4; on the other hand, note that
e30, t4=e3t2 ,0=0. In a sense e3t2 , t4 distills the informa-
tion available only along the diagonal of c3t2 , t4. The func-
tion e3 Fig. 6 oscillates, with minima at 0.13 and 0.3 ps.
This is the statistical signature of the oscillations highlighted
in Fig. 5.
IV. HIDDEN COORDINATE
If these fast and slow trajectories were due to dynamics
on a 1D potential energy surface, the fast trajectories would
be underdamped or nearly critically damped because we can
see at least one oscillation. On the other hand, the slow tra-
jectories would be strongly overdamped because they change
hardly at all during the 0.16 ps time window. Having over-
damped and underdamped behavior for the same initial con-
ditions requires either non-Markovian dynamics on a 1D free
energy surface meaning that the friction coefficient depends
on the history of the system, or, equivalently, a potential
energy surface with at least two coordinates.24 Tokmakoff et
al.3,30 have suggested that hydrogen bond exchange in liquid
water occurs on a potential of mean force that has two com-
ponents: first,  is the spectroscopic coordinate and reports
the electric field projected onto the O-H bond; the second is
a hidden coordinate orthogonal to the  axis. Laage et al.32
suggest that this hydrogen-bond exchange coordinate repre-
sents switching the hydrogen bond from an overcoordinated
first solvation shell neighbor to an undercoordinated second
solvation shell neighbor; this type of rearrangement has no
unique spectroscopic signature.
Figure 7 bottom shows a free energy surface in the 2D
space of OH stretch frequency and a hydrogen bond ex-
change order parameter given by the difference in length
from the H to the nearest neighbor and next nearest neighbor
O, 	r1	− 	r2	.33 This free energy surface has a broad saddle
point of 
0.75kBT above the minimum and is located at
	r1	− 	r2	=0, =140 cm−1; this is the transition state for
hydrogen bond exchange proposed by Loparo et al.3 Using
the three-point joint probability density to select trajectories,
we see that the oscillators with initial conditions of
+100 cm−1 sweep out two qualitatively distinct regions of
the free energy surface Fig. 7. The fast trajectories traverse
one of the basins of attraction, while the slow trajectories
linger in the region of the transition state.
Now we can see the relationship of the purely phenom-
enological model underlying Eq. 6 with this 2D potential of
mean force Fig. 7. The low frequency oscillators traverse a
broad region of frequency space rapidly because they are in
the basin of attraction of a particular hydrogen bond. On the
high frequency side of the band, however, many trajectories
are moving perpendicular to the frequency axis making the
distribution of frequencies narrower and the rate of change of
the frequency slower.
2D spectroscopy cannot follow these dynamics as selec-
tively. The three-point joint probability density can select the
fast or the slow trajectories, which are perpendicular or par-
allel to the hidden coordinate, respectively Fig. 8a. On the
other hand, the two-point joint probability, for the same total
evolution time, gives a weighted sum of the two Fig. 8b.
The common slow trajectories dominate the two-point den-
sity; the largest difference between the two- and three-point
joint probability densities is the ability of the three-point
joint probability density to select the uncommon fast trajec-
tories against the background of the more common slow tra-
jectories.
V. EXCHANGE OF GAUSSIAN SUBENSEMBLES
An important question suggested in the introduction is
whether or not the non-Gaussian dynamics in frequency
space be decomposed into the simple sum of two Gaussian
subsystems that undergo exchange Fig. 1, bottom right—a
two-state jump model. This is an intuitively appealing ap-
proach, and this picture of uncorrelated hops between differ-
ent hydrogen bonding configurations appears even in very
sophisticated treatments of third-order spectroscopy.34,35 In
systems that exhibit well separated time scales for motion
within wells and between wells, one can successfully ignore
the dynamic correlations between species.35–39 This is not the
case for liquid H2O, where the spectral diffusion rate is simi-
lar to the interconversion rate.30 To make the discussion spe-
cific, consider if the band of H2O were composed of two
separate subensembles: H2O with strong hydrogen bonds and
H2O with weak or broken hydrogen bonds. A hole-burning
experiment at =100 cm−1 would excite both strong and
weak hydrogen-bonded species because the two suben-
sembles overlap. Both subensembles should then undergo
spectral diffusion as they reequilibrate within their basins,
and, on a slower time scale, there should be interconversion
between the two species. We show in this section that the
solvation and the interchange generate overlapping effects
when viewed at the level of the two-point joint probability
densities, which obscure the deficiencies of the two-state
jump model. The slices of the three-point joint probability,
however, separate the solvation and interchange along differ-
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ent parts of the 2D slice, which offers clearer evidence that
the assumption of uncorrelated exchange in the two-state
jump model is not valid.
The implementation of the two-state jump model is
given in Appendix D. Figure 9 shows the slices of the joint
probability density from the two-state jump model compared
to the slices of the joint probability density generated from
the MD simulation. At early times = t2+ t4=0.04 ps, Fig.
9a, top the probability density in the two-state jump model
is localized around the initial frequency 100 cm−1, as it is in
the MD simulation Fig. 9b, top. At 0.08 ps one can see
the solvation of the strong hydrogen bonded subensemble
along the diagonal, again in agreement with the MD. The
slight differences in shape could be reduced if the two-point
correlation function were a fitted function. Skipping to the
latest time, 1 ps, the distributions are again similar as the
dynamics are represented by more or less uncorrelated hops
between states. At =0.16 ps, however, there is a difference
between the two-state jump model and the MD results. The
two-state jump model has a probability density largely on the
diagonal, while the MD simulation shows significant off-
FIG. 6. The three-point correlation function can be decomposed into four
components that reflect the generalized skewness along the four different
body diagonals of the 3D frequency space. Plotted are c3 and the e0¯e3 for
the joint probability distribution and R5. This statistical description of re-
sponse function R5 leads the joint probability distribution, especially for e3
bottom. The bars to the right each represent 
7103 cm−3 to visually
emphasize the change in vertical scale. Though motional narrowing strongly
distorts the overall features of c3 extracted from the response function cal-
culations top, the statistical signature for motion along a hidden coordi-
nate, e3, survives bottom.
FIG. 7. Color A 2D potential of mean force based on the difference in
distances from hydrogen to its two nearest neighbors. Subvolumes of the 3D
probability density sweep out different regions of the potential of mean
force. Five slow trajectories are plotted in blue above a histogram of 5000
slow trajectories; they sweep out the saddle of the potential of mean force.
In contrast, ten fast trajectories are plotted in green over a histogram of 5000
fast trajectories; they cover the bottoms of the two basins.
FIG. 8. Color Trajectories selected from a thre-point joint probability den-
sity a are more selective than trajectories selected from a two-point prob-
ability density b. The three-point joint probability density can distinguish
the fast green and slow blue trajectories while the two-point density
gives a weighted average of the two red. The most significant difference is
the ability of the three-point density to select the less common fast trajec-
tories against the more common slow trajectories.
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diagonal wings. We argued in Sec. III that these wings are
due to the fact that the motion of the fast trajectories is still
correlated with the initial frequency. The two-state jump
model specifically assumes that these correlations do not ex-
ist. On the other hand, consider the projection of the slices
onto the frequency axes 3 and 5, which are equivalent
to a conventional hole-burning experiment. These projec-
tions are not exactly the same between the model and the
MD simulation, but they are strikingly similar.
We emphasize that the two-state jump model and the
MD simulation have only subtle differences at the level of a
traditional hole-burning experiment. The differences are too
small to conclude that the two-state jump model is unreason-
able. On the other hand, the differences are more pronounced
in slices of the three-point joint probability density because it
can separate the overlapping contributions of dynamics
within each state, i.e., solvation, which occurs along the slice
diagonal, from the state interchange which appears as cross
peaks. These signatures emphasize that the OH oscillator has
dynamic correlations that persist through a hydrogen bond
breaking event. This exchanging subensemble picture is cer-
tainly oversimplified and it is perhaps not surprising that it
fails. What fails, however, is not the separation of time scales
but the assumption of uncorrelated hops. This is an example
of how three-point probability densities are a more sensitive
test of the microscopic models used to describe dynamics
than two-point probabilities are.
VI. INFLUENCE OF MOTIONAL NARROWING
These 3D joint probability densities are useful because
they measure the frequency trajectory of a particle one time
more than a 2D joint probability and so report more about
the history or particular pathway the particle has taken.
These probability densities could in principle be measured in
a 3D-IR spectrum, and 3D-IR experiments have recently
been demonstrated on model compounds.27,28 In practice,
however, the effects of motional narrowing cannot be ne-
glected. Measurements on water would provide experimental
constraints on the microscopic models proposed from MD
simulations, but these experiments must contend with mo-
tional narrowing to the full extent. Motional narrowing ef-
fects can be calculated from a MD trajectory with the stan-
dard response function formalism.12,14 The Condon
approximation which we use is also not strictly valid,40 but
we save these effects for future work. In this section, we
compare the joint probability densities to response function
calculations which include motional narrowing effects. The
comparison shows that the overall shape of the joint prob-
ability density is severely distorted by the time required to
interrogate the system; much of the detail of the joint prob-
ability density is lost, but the statistical signature for motion
along a hidden coordinate remains via e3t2 , t4.
Briefly, there are four response functions which one must
calculate for fifth-order spectroscopy14
R1
5
= exp− i
0
t1
d − i
t2+t1
t3+t2+t1
d
− i
t4+t3+t2+t1
t5+t4+t3+t2+t1
d ,
R2
5
= exp+ i
0
t1
d − i
t2+t1
t3+t2+t1
d
− i
t4+t3+t2+t1
t5+t4+t3+t2+t1
d ,
R3
5
= exp− i
0
t1
d + i
t2+t1
t3+t2+t1
d
− i
t4+t3+t2+t1
t5+t4+t3+t2+t1
d ,
FIG. 9. A model which represents the OH oscillator’s dynamics as the
exchange between two subensembles representing strong and weak hydro-
gen or broken bonds fails to reproduce the slices of the three-point joint
probability density though it adequately fits the projections of the probabil-
ity density that are equivalent to a conventional hole-burning experiment.
The population times are t2= t4=0.02, 0.04, 0.08, and 0.5 ps, so the total
evolution time is = t2+ t4=0.04, 0.08, 0.16, and 1 ps.
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R4
5
= exp+ i
0
t1
d + i
t2+t1
t3+t2+t1
d
− i
t4+t3+t2+t1
t5+t4+t3+t2+t1
d . 10
Fourier transformation along the three times t1, t3, and t5 and
addition of the four contributions generates a purely absorp-
tive 3D spectrum, R51 , t2 ,3 , t4 ,5. We use here 32-
point grid in t1, t3, and t5 after binning the trajectory in 40 fs
blocks so the required spectral range is covered.
The 3D spectra calculated with Eq. 10 Fig. 10 show
that motional narrowing strongly reshapes the joint probabil-
ity densities Fig. 3. When = t2+ t4=0 ps Fig. 10, left, the
3D spectrum has a finite width away from the 1,1,1 body
diagonal. As  increases, the spectrum broadens, though most
of the change happens on the high frequency side of the 3D
spectrum, as highlighted by the bars. The 3D spectra are
narrower on the low frequency side than on the high fre-
quency side, which is the reverse of the joint probability
densities. Spectral diffusion is apparent on the high fre-
quency side of the 3D absorption band, so motional narrow-
ing here is weaker than on the low frequency side of the
band.
The exact c3t2 , t4 can be approximated by a third mo-
ment of the fifth-order spectrum,14 q135
5 t2 , t4,
q135
5 t2,t4 =  
−

d1d3d5
135R51,t2,3,t4,5 . 11
This statistic, shown for t2= t4, does not compare favorably
with the exact c3t2 , t4 due to the motional narrowing on the
red side of the OH band Fig. 6, top. The third moment of
the spectrum, q135
5
, has an initial value that is positive
q135
5 0,00, whereas c30,00; q135
5
remains positive for
all values of , whereas c3 shows a pronounced change in
sign Sec. II. Because the spectrum on the low frequency
side is motionally narrowed more than on the high frequency
side, the spectrum is initially skewed to the high frequency
though the probability distribution is initially skewed to low
frequency.
The 3D spectra have complex shapes, and slices along
1, analogous to Fig. 5, again show structure
Fig. 11. First, note that slices 1=−100 cm−1 and 1
=100 cm−1 are not mirror images; this is the trivial signature
of non-Gaussian dynamics. Second, the centroids of the
slices are offset from the diagonal by 
15 cm−1, even when
t2= t4=0. Third, the slice 1=−100 cm−1 has a “wing”
above the diagonal that becomes symmetric with time.
Fourth, the high frequency slice of the spectrum is more
elongated along the 3=5 diagonal and it shifts along
this diagonal until it resembles the equilibrium spectrum.
Most of these observations can be explained at the level
of the cumulant approximation to the full response functions
Eq. 10 which is given by Hamm.14 In the cumulant ap-
proximation, the spectra are determined completely by the
two-point correlation functions. They are useful, however, to
highlight which of the features of the 3D spectra in Figs. 10
and 11 can be explained at the level of Gaussian statistics
and which cannot. For an analytical expression of the input
two-point correlation function, we fit the MD simulation re-
sults to the same functional form used by Hynes et al.,21 with
the parameters
c2t = 20.323 cos30.0texp17.4t
+ 0.338 exp8.27t + 0.346 exp1.90t , 12
and =93.7 cm−1.
Slices of the 3D spectra calculated with the cumulant
expansion Fig. 11b also show that the centroids of the
slices are offset from the diagonal. The 1=−100 cm−1
slice is shifted 
15 cm−1 above the 3=5 axis and the
1=100 cm−1 slice is shifted 
15 cm−1 below the 3
=5 axis. Something similar happens in an analytical ex-
pression for the 3D Gaussian probability density Appendix
FIG. 10. Color 3D spectra calculated from a response function formalism for different values of = t2+ t4, where t2+ t4. Comparing with the joint probability
densities plotted in Fig. 3 shows the significant effects of motional narrowing, which strongly reshape the 3D spectrum. The bars highlight the change in width
on the high frequency portion of the spectrum.
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C, whose principle axes rotate away from the body diagonal
during t2 and t4. Because of non-negligible dynamics during
the coherence times t1, t3, and t5, however, the 3D spectra in
Fig. 11 are already shifted. The small wing in the 1=
−100 cm−1 slice Fig. 11a, top left can also be seen in the
cumulant expansion spectra Fig. 11b, top left and is most
likely due to the partial Lorentzian character of the motion-
ally narrowed line shape.
The structure in the 1=100 cm−1 slice is not present
in the cumulant expansion spectra. We postulate that it is due
to the oscillator switching between regions of less and more
motional narrowing as it moves from high to low frequency
regions. And though this complex motional narrowing sig-
nificantly changes the shape of the response function relative
to the joint probability density, the statistical measure, e3
Fig. 6, shows that a distinct connection remains. The e3
calculated from the 3D response functions is plotted with the
e3 of the joint probability density Fig. 6, bottom. These
have approximately the same magnitude and they have simi-
lar structure. The e3 calculated from R5 also has oscilla-
tions, though these seem to lead the oscillations in e3 from
the joint probability density. Indeed for e0−e2, the response
function always seems to lead the joint probability density,
which is likely due to the dynamics during the coherence
times, just as was noted for statistical measures designed to
extract c2t from third-order experiments.16
VII. CONCLUSIONS
We analyzed OH-stretch frequency trajectories that were
calculated from MD of SPC H2O using two- and three-point
correlation functions and joint probability densities. The
FIG. 11. a Slices of the 3D spectrum calculated directly from the stochastic MD trajectory, analogous to the slices of the joint probability density of Fig. 5.
b Comparison of the response functions calculated with Eq. 10 to those using the cumulant expansion. The cumulant expansion reproduces the shift from
the body diagonal and the wing observed in the low frequency slices −100 cm−1 but cannot reproduce the structure on the high frequency +100 cm−1 side
of the spectrum.
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three-point correlation functions can be understood as a gen-
eralized skewness, and they report the difference in dynam-
ics above and below the mean frequency. The three-point
correlation functions and the joint probability densities that
they come from are sensitive to the presence of hidden co-
ordinates in a way that two-point correlation functions are
not. While the three-point joint probability densities do not
directly identify the hidden coordinate, they are a more strin-
gent constraint on any microscopic model. The three-point
joint probability densities tag the stochastic OH stretch fre-
quency trajectory at three times, and, when the population
times t2 and t4 are not much greater than the correlation time
c, the three-point joint probability densities show the prob-
ability of an oscillator taking a particular path through fre-
quency space. In principle, a nD spectroscopy with popula-
tion times c apart which would allow one to track an
arbitrary trajectory through frequency space as an ensemble
analog of a single-molecule experiment. We visualize the
three-point joint probability densities as slices along 1,
which would be equivalent to a transient 2D hole-burning
experiment. These slices show that OH stretch of water mol-
ecules in stronger hydrogen bonds are nearly Gaussian, but
the OH stretch of water molecules in weak or transient hy-
drogen bonds are distinctly non-Gaussian. In addition these
strong and weak hydrogen bonds cannot be separated as sub-
ensembles which simply exchange because of the presence
of correlated hops.
In a spectroscopic measurement of a system like H2O,
motional narrowing cannot be neglected. Nevertheless, the
joint probabilities are a reasonable starting place for interpre-
tation of spectra—though the motional narrowing changes
the appearance of the spectra, it is an artifact of the spectros-
copy, not of the underlying dynamics. When we incorporate
motional narrowing by calculating response functions, the
large oscillations in the joint probability density are no
longer visible to the naked eye, but they still have a statisti-
cal signature that can be extracted and potentially measured
in a 3D-IR experiment.
We also hope that this description based on three-point
joint probability densities and three-point correlation func-
tions will provide a useful language for other fifth-order
spectroscopies, e.g., multiple population period transient
spectroscopy.41
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APPENDIX A: GENERATING THE FREQUENCY
TRAJECTORY
Following the approach of Geissler et al. 22 we use mo-
lecular dynamics to simulate the frequency trajectories of
an ensemble of water molecules. We use the GROMACS
package31 in the NVT ensemble, with 1019 molecules at
300 K and 1 atm using 2 fs time steps. Long range electro-
static forces are treated with the PME approximation to the
Ewald summation. The OH stretching frequencies are calcu-
lated in two steps. First, the total mass-weighted intermo-
lecular force is projected on the OH bond axis.22 Second, the
forces are scaled to frequency following the proposal of
Oxtoby42 in which forces on an anharmonic bond change the
bond length and, hence, the 0→1 transition frequency. We
use only the cubic anharmonicity which has been shown to
be sufficiently accurate.21 Alternative methods using an elec-
trostatic ab initio map34 or an empirical fit to ab initio cluster
calculations43,44 are also available. Our calculations neglect
the effects of resonant energy transfer, so are appropriate to
describe the spectroscopy of isotopically substituted water
HOD /D2O. Finally, we use the Condon approximation,
which is not strictly valid for water,40 but whose effect is
secondary to the approximation of inhomogeneous dynam-
ics.
APPENDIX B: DETAILS OF THREE-POINT
CORRELATION FUNCTION FOR A SYSTEM OF RATE
EQUATIONS
For a system of kinetic equations, the set of all rates can
be written in matrix notation for an N -state system
K =
− 1 k1 k21 ¯ kN1
k12 − 2 k2 k32 kN2
] ] ] ]
k1N k2N ¯ − N kN
 .
B1
An initial population in state i transfers to state j after time t
with probability Pijt= eKtij, where ¯ij represents taking
the matrix element ij. The two-point frequency fluctuation
correlation function, c2t is then given by45
c2t = t0 B2
= 
i,j=1
N
Pteqij , B3
where  is the diagonal matrix of frequencies in each state
 = 1 020   . B4
This approach generalizes to higher order correlation func-
tions in a conceptually simple, though algebraically tedious
fashion
c3t,t = t + tt0 = 
i,j=1
N
PtPteqij .
B5
For the case at hand, because we are interested in the
relative rates of the dynamics on the left and right sides of
the absorption line, we can reduce the general equations to
two free parameters, k—which expresses the relative rates of
exchange between states 1 and 2—and r—which expresses
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the relative distance states 1 and 3 from state 2. Specifically,
let k12=k21 and k23=k32, and let their ratio be k=k12 /k23.
Also, let 2=0 and r=−1 /3, where the negative sign
makes r always positive. We also normalize the amplitude of
the fluctuations 21/2=1. Under these assumptions, the am-
plitudes and rate constants in Eq. 6 become
A1 = −
1
82v2w3/2
− 2r + kr + 2 − 12v − 1r2
+ 2v − 1r + kr2 − 2r − 2 + 2v − 1 , B6
A2 = −
3
82v2w3/2
k2r3 + k2k − 1r2 + k − 2r − 1 ,
B7
A3 =
1
82v2w3/2
− 2r + kr + 2 − 12v + 1r2
+ 2v + 1r + k− r2 + 2r + 2 + 2v − 1 , B8
and

+ = 1 + k + v , B9


−
= 1 + k − v , B10
with the auxilliary functions
v = 1 − k + k21/2, B11
w = 1 + r + r2. B12
Analysis of these equations shows that c30,00⇔r1.
Next c3t2 , t4 will cross zero if the rate k exceeds a critical
value kcrit= 2r+1 / r+2
1 for r1; kcrit varies between
1 and 1.75 as r varies from 1 to 10.
APPENDIX C: 3D GAUSSIAN PROBABILITY DENSITY
Following the discussion of van Kampen,24 see also
Kubo13 a multivariate Gaussian distribution of r variables
has the form
px = C exp− 12 i,j=1
r
Aijxixj − 
i=1
r
Bixi .
The inverse of the matrix Aij are the correlation coefficients,
Aij
−1
= xi − xixj − xj ,
which is also called the covariance matrix and determines the
width of the distribution, B determines the position of the
peak, and C is a normalization constant
C = 2−r/2det A1/2 exp− 12B · A−1 · B .
For the case at hand, we are concerned not with several
stochastic variables, x1, x2, . . ., but rather with a single sto-
chastic variable observed at several times t1, t2,
t3, etc. Then the covariance matrix becomes
Aij
−1
= titj ,
and B=0 because 0. The equation for a 2D Gaussian
probability density with arbitrary two-point correlation func-
tion c2t= t0=2Mt is then
p3,t2	1,0	 =
1
221 − M2t21/2
exp− 12 + 32 + 2Mt213221 − M2t2  .
C1
The 3D Gaussian probability density
p5,t2 + t4	3,t2	1,0
=
1
22/33d1/2
exp− 122d 121 − M2t4
+ 3
21 − M2t2 + t4 + 5
21 − M2t4
+ 213Mt4Mt2 + t4 − Mt2
+ 215Mt2Mt4 − Mt2 + t4
+ 235Mt2Mt2 + t4 − Mt4 , C2
and
d = 1 − M2t2 − M2t4 − M2t2 + t4
+ 2Mt2Mt4Mt2 + t4 . C3
In the 2D case, the principal axes of the joint probability
density are always the diagonal, 1+3, and antidiagonal,
1−3. This does not extend analogously to the 3D case;
a straightforward but tedious analysis of the eigenvalues and
eigenvectors of the covariance matrix for Eq. C2 shows
that the largest principal axis starts aligned with the body
diagonal and then rotates away from it. Nevertheless, projec-
tions of the 3D spectrum onto the Cartesian planes cause the
diagonal and antidiagonal to be the principal axes again.
APPENDIX D: TWO-STATE JUMP MODEL
To describe the system as two subensembles that sto-
chastically interchange, we implemented a simple two-state
jump model. The two states are characterized by the equilib-
rium probability distribution, p: we constrain the mole
fraction of species, the mean position of the subensembles,
and the total magnitude of the two-point correlation func-
tions by the area, central position, and peak width of the two
best fit Gaussians to the equilibrium frequency distribution.
We assume the time dependence of the two-point frequency
correlation function to be the same for both subensembles
and to be equal to the ensemble average correlation function.
This leaves the exchange rate as the only free parameter,
which we set at kexchange=kf +kb=2 ps−1.
For a three-point joint probability, the state of the system
is measured three times and can be in either of two possibili-
ties, so there are 23=8 contributions to the probability den-
sity. For the “diagonal” contributions, in which no jump oc-
curs, we calculate the three-point joint probability density
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using the exact Gaussian three-point expression Appendix
C two terms. These terms represent the dynamics within
each subensemble including solvation due to their coupling
to the bath. Transitions between wells during the population
times t2 and t4, “off-diagonal” terms, generate distributions
that are an uncorrelated product of the parent distributions
six terms. The amplitudes of all terms are modified by first-
order kinetic rate equations. This treatment is equivalent to
the treatment of 2D spectroscopy by Cho et al.36 except that
we work in the inhomogeneous limit where line shape func-
tions reduce to the probability densities.
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